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Konnecta Tiles 
 - Installation Guide

Thoroughly clean the installation area so that 
it is free of dust and debris.2

Place a chalkline in the centre of the room 
and begin laying the first row of tiles along 
the line.3

Acclimatise tiles for approx 24 hours prior to 
installation.1

The interlocking system works using plastic insert connection 
pieces which are hidden under the tiles. A connector piece is placed 
every 20cm which is an average of 5 connectors per metre. This 
delivers a free floating system, which secures each tile in place 
without using glue.

Ruler Plastic Insert Pieces 
(which come with the Tiles)

Measuring 
Tape

Rigid Blade 
Utility Knife

Ballpoint 
Pen

Rubber 
Mallet

Equipment required for Installation (Connection Pieces)



Place connector pieces on 2 or 3 sides of all 
the other tiles to be in the row for pushing 
into the connector holes of the previous tile.5

Flip the other row tiles right side up and 
position.  Use a rubber mallet to press the 
connector pieces and close all joints.6

Using a ruler, measure the remaining spaces 
on the outer sides where the tiles will require 
to be cut to fit.8

Measure the tiles (5-10mm longer than your 
measurement) and mark with a ballpoint 
pen.1

Hold the metal ruler in place and run the 
blade along the edge of the ruler.2

Second pass - apply more pressure so the 
blade goes deeper into the initial score.3

Progress to the next few rows following the 
brick-bond pattern on both the right and left 
sides working towards the outer sides of the 
room.

7

Flip the first tile upside down and push all the 
connector pieces into the moulded holes then 
position right side up approx 95cm away from 
the wall against the start line.

4

Cutting the Tiles
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Third pass (if necessary)4

For a visual guide on installing Konnecta 
Tiles, visit our tutorial guidelines HERE

Need some more help? 
Give us a call on 0800 464 7115 or email us info@gym-flooring.com

Follow us
www.gym-flooring.com  |  0800 464 7115

51 Watt Road, Hillington Ind Est, Glasgow, G52 4RY

Enjoy your new 
Sprung Floor!
Share the finished result by sending to info@gym-flooring.com
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